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Automated Planning of Process Models: 

Design of a Novel Approach to Construct Exclusive Choices 

Abstract 

In times of dynamically changing markets, companies are forced to (re)design their processes quickly and 

frequently, which typically implies a significant degree of time-consuming and cost-intensive manual work. To 

alleviate this drawback, we envision the automated planning of process models. More precisely, we propose a 

novel algorithm for an automated construction of the control flow pattern ‘exclusive choice’, which constitutes 

an essential step toward an automated planning of process models. The algorithm is built upon an abstract 

representation language that provides a general and formal basis and serves as the vocabulary to define the 

planning problem. As part of our evaluation, we find that, based on a given planning problem, our algorithm is 

not subject to potential modeling failures. We further implement the approach in process planning software and 

analyze not only its feasibility and applicability by means of several real-world processes from different 

application contexts and companies but also its practical utility based on the criteria flexibility by definition, 

modeling costs, and modeling time. 

Keywords: process model; automated planning; exclusive choice; algorithm; design science research 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In times of dynamically changing markets, companies must frequently (re)design their business processes to 

adapt them to new market conditions such as shifting customer needs and new offers of emerging competitors. 

At the same time, companies are increasingly embedded in interorganizational, process-based collaborations, a 

fact that makes process (re)designs all the more complex. For instance, we are involved in an extensive project 

including several process (re)designs with a European bank in which over 600 core business processes and 

1,500 support processes are modeled in different departments and areas. These process models, which are 

composed of actions and corresponding control flows [33], are modeled using the ARIS toolset and 

documented in a company-wide process repository to support the standardization of processes and to have a 

common base for process (re)design projects. To keep the process models updated, it is necessary to frequently 

(re)design process models due to changing market conditions such as new products, new distribution channels, 

and new regulatory obligations. Several interviews with IT and business executives of the bank highlighted the 

fact that today’s process (re)design projects are more cost-intensive and time-consuming than such projects 



 

 

were 10 years ago due to their higher complexity. This change also became evident in interviews with 

executives of other branches such as insurance and engineering. The most frequently mentioned reasons for 

increasing costs and duration are the growing frequency and complexity of such process (re)design projects, 

which involve a significant degree of manual work (cf. also [32]). 

The research strand of Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM) aims to alleviate this drawback by 

using semantic technologies to enable a higher level of automation when designing, processing, executing, and 

analyzing processes and process models [26]. Wetzstein et al. [58] structure the scope of SBPM in their SBPM 

lifecycle and differentiate four phases: SBP modeling, SBP implementation, SBP execution, and SBP analysis. 

In our research, we aim to contribute to SBP modeling. The objectives in this phase are the semantic 

annotation, the design, and the adaptation of process models in an automated manner and their evaluation to 

ensure feasibility and (practical) utility [58]. 

Focusing on the SBP modeling phase, we envision the automated planning of process models. We aim to 

develop a planning approach that automatically arranges semantically annotated actions in a control flow 

leading from an initial state to desired goal states. When applying such an approach, the (re)design of process 

models is no longer performed manually but by an algorithm that uses semantic concepts and automated 

reasoning. With this research, we aim to increase the flexibility by definition (cf. [49]) of the resulting process 

models and to (re)design process models - for processes that must be frequently (re)designed – to be more cost-

efficient and less time-consuming compared with manual process modeling. For automated process planning, it 

is insufficient to construct sequences of actions because entire process models include control flow patterns 

[43]. The specific research goal of this paper is the automated construction of one of the most important control 

flow patterns, namely exclusive choice. 

Therefore, we initially define an abstract representation language to express the preconditions (comprising 

everything an action requires to be applied, including input parameters) and effects (how an action affects the 

state of the world, including output parameters) of actions and belief states (possibly infinite sets of world states 

that may exist before and after applying an action). Using this abstract representation language, we define our 

planning problem and, most importantly, design a novel algorithm for the automated construction of exclusive 

choices. As part of the evaluation, we find that, based on a given planning problem, our algorithm is not subject 

to potential modeling failures. We further implement the approach in SBPM process planning software and 

analyze not only its feasibility and applicability by means of several real-world processes but also its practical 



 

 

utility based on the criteria flexibility by definition, modeling costs, and modeling time. 

The research presented in this paper is based on the Design Science Research paradigm [18, 27]. In the 

introduction, we motivated the research problem - the automated construction of exclusive choices. In 

Section 2, we discuss contributions addressing related research problems (prescriptive knowledge) and 

elaborate the research gap. In Section 3, we present a general approach for an automated planning of process 

models to inform our research problem (descriptive knowledge). In section 4, we introduce a running example 

to illustrate the basic idea of our approach as well as each design step in the remainder of the paper. In 

Section 5, we present our approach for an automated construction of exclusive choices. Section 6 is dedicated 

to the evaluation of our approach. In Section 7, we discuss limitations and directions for future research before 

we conclude with a summary of our key findings in Section 8. 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

Works addressing research problems that are related to the automated construction of exclusive choices are 

found in the research fields of Automated Planning and SBPM. Beginning with the literature in Automated 

Planning, the planning problem addressed in this paper can be characterized as a nondeterministic planning 

problem with initial state uncertainty. Algorithms that can cope with nondeterminism and initial state 

uncertainty [4, 8, 28] are called conditional planning approaches. When constructing exclusive choices in 

process models, an approach must cope with large data types (e.g., double) and possibly infinite sets of world 

states. However, according to Geffner [15], a key problem in large state spaces – resulting from large data types 

and possibly infinite sets of world states – is representing belief states and enabling mapping of one belief state 

onto another. In this context, Bertoli et al. [4] propose the use of Binary Decision Diagrams. Another possibility 

is the implicit representation of a belief state by an initial state in combination with a sequence of actions that 

leads to the belief state to be represented [29]. Further planners explicitly enumerate all world states that may 

occur after applying an action [7]. However, in the context of planning process models and constructing 

exclusive choices, it is essential to cope with large data types accompanied by infinite sets of world states. This 

issue has not thus far been addressed by existing approaches. Moreover, existing conditional planning 

approaches operate with so-called observations, which are points in the plan at which it is necessary to validate 

some logical expression to define how to proceed. However, these observations are encoded separately in the 

form of observation variables and observation actions making them both part of the given planning domain. 

Here, the observations in the domain description constitute the only points in the plan in which the control flow 



 

 

might branch (e.g., to construct exclusive choices). Thus, it is possible to consider exclusive choices using 

existing conditional planners [8, 28], but they must be “hard-coded” in the domain (e.g., by sensing actions) 

and are additionally restricted to Boolean variables. However, in the context of planning process models, the 

points in the plan at which exclusive choices appear are not given; rather the corresponding conditions for 

which the control flow branches must be planned considering large data types. This challenge has so far also 

not yet been addressed by existing planning approaches. 

In addition to the literature on Automated Planning, we discuss related approaches in the field of SBPM 

structured according to the phases of the SBPM lifecycle by Wetzstein et al. [58]: 

SBP analysis: This phase comprises process mining and the validation of existing process models. The goal of 

process mining algorithms is to deduce process models from event logs representing recorded information 

about (many) former executions of the considered process [50, 52]. The deduced process models can then be 

compared with the deployed process models and thus be used for conformance checking and optimization 

purposes [53]. Existing process mining algorithms are able to identify control flow patterns based on 

dependency relationships observed in the event logs [3, 14, 17, 50, 51, 56, 57]. However, because these 

approaches focus on dependencies among actions, they do not aim at deriving the conditions of exclusive 

choices, which is an indispensable step toward our goal of planning exclusive choices in process models. 

Moreover, to derive the conditions of exclusive choices in the case of large data types, the event log would 

have to contain information about a possibly infinite number of process executions, which is rather unrealistic. 

Another major difference between process mining and the automated planning of process models refers to the 

fact that process mining aims at reconstructing models for as-is processes to capture the processes as they are 

actually being executed [57]. In contrast, the automated planning of process models focuses on the construction 

of to-be process models for a given planning problem. Further related work in the SBP analysis phase aims at 

examining the consistency of existing process models [13, 34, 55]. These approaches validate whether the 

actions (within a process model) are consistent both among themselves and with respect to the control flow 

patterns used. Thus, they check whether exclusive choices are consistently constructed in given process models 

but do not focus on elaborating a planning domain or an algorithm to construct exclusive choices. 

SBP implementation and execution: Within these phases, (web) services that are required to execute processes 

are composed in an automated manner. For that purpose, multiple service composition approaches were 

developed in recent years that are motivated by a problem definition related to planning process models 



 

 

[1, 5, 6, 11, 30, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48, 54, 59] (for a current overview of research on web service 

composition see e.g., [44]). However, few of them consider conditions that are required to construct exclusive 

choices. For instance, Meyer and Weske [38] propose to extend an enforced Hill-Climbing algorithm to support 

the construction of alternative control flows. They add an or-split to the service composition “if subsequent 

services cannot be invoked in all states”. However, they do not consider belief states able to consider possibly 

infinite sets of world states. Bertoli et al. [6] (and other authors such as Wu et al. [59]) propose a planning 

framework to create a composite service that can handle services specified and implemented using industrial 

standard languages for business process execution. However, they do not focus on planning conditions for 

exclusive choices but on identifying one feasible service composition based on a search tree. Wang et al. [54] 

aim at integrating conditional branch structures in automated web service composition to represent users’ 

diverse and personalized needs in combination with dynamic environmental changes. They propose algorithms 

that are based on formalized user preferences (e.g., P = AccountBalance  Payment? – PayInFull: 

PayByInstalments; i.e., the user will pay in full, if (s)he has sufficient money; otherwise, (s)he will pay by 

instalments). These preferences are explicitly specified and given as part of the web service composition 

problem. Therefore, in contrast to constructing exclusive choices and conditions, the approach of Wang et al. 

[54] somehow predefines the points at which the control flow might branch (e.g., to construct an exclusive 

choice) and the corresponding conditions in the problem definition. 

SBP modeling: This phase is about the automated construction of process models but has thus far been much 

less extensively researched compared with the other phases. Hoffmann et al. [31] aim at leveraging synergies 

with model-based software development and propose a heuristic that can be used to reduce additional modeling 

overhead caused by planning process models. They adapt a well-known deterministic planning system to allow 

for nondeterministic actions that are characterized by multiple possible disjunctive effects predefined using 

finite-domain variables. Based on predefined possible effects and corresponding case distinctions (one case for 

each possible outcome), exclusive choices can be defined after a nondeterministic action. However, Hoffmann 

et al. [31] aim at deriving neither the partitions (conditions) of exclusive choices nor multiple feasible process 

models differing in their exclusive choices. Other approaches that are associated with the SBP modeling phase 

do not address the construction of exclusive choices. 

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches aims to cope with the following set 

of necessary characteristics when constructing exclusive choices in process models: 



 

 

(1) Consider large data types and possibly infinite sets of world states; 

(2) Construct exclusive choices in an automated manner without “hard-coded” observations in the given 

planning domain by creating partitions and corresponding conditions; 

(3) Construct multiple feasible process models (feasible solutions) differing in their exclusive choices; and 

(4) Construct exclusive choices in to-be process models in an automated manner. 

Thus, we address an important research gap by constructing exclusive choices and enabling the planning of all 

feasible process models for a specific planning problem in an automated manner. 

3. AUTOMATED PROCESS PLANNING APPROACH 

The automated construction of exclusive choices is necessary but not sufficient to plan entire process models. 

Therefore, we started to design a planning approach of which the proposed algorithm to construct exclusive 

choices constitutes a fundamental part. Our planning approach is based on semantically annotated actions 

stored in an action library. The annotation of an action includes a semantic annotation of its logical 

preconditions and effects. In addition to the annotated actions, our starting point comprises an initial state 

representing the overall process input and one or more goal states representing the necessary process output. 

Thus, our planning approach constructs feasible process models in an automated manner. The three steps  to 

 of the planning approach include the following: 

 Semantic-based reasoning of dependencies between actions: To identify dependencies between actions, we 

use semantic reasoning. In other words, we analyze the semantic matching between preconditions and 

effects of actions in the action library. The dependencies are represented in a Dependency Graph. To 

construct this graph and exclude actions that cannot be part of feasible process models (feasible solutions), 

we apply a backward search algorithm starting from the goal state(s) and ending in the initial state. 

 Planning feasible sequences of actions: The Dependency Graph describes no direct predecessor-successor-

relationships among actions. Hence, in the second step, a forward search algorithm is applied to determine 

all sequences of actions leading from the initial state to the goal state(s). Thus, we obtain a Search Graph 

that is an acyclic, bipartite directed graph and comprises all feasible sequences of actions for the 

corresponding planning problem. 

 Construction of control flow patterns and feasible process models: To obtain process models (e.g., UML 

Activity Diagrams), planning only sequences of actions such as those represented by the Search Graph is 

insufficient. Rather, in the third step, control flow patterns [43] provided by process modeling languages 



 

 

and describing the control flow must be constructed in an automated manner [21]. 

In the literature, there are approaches that can serve as an initial basis to design algorithms that address the 

steps of our planning approach. Concerning the semantic-based reasoning of dependencies between actions (cf. 

step ), existing approaches that are also used in web service composition can be considered [20, 23]. To plan 

feasible sequences of actions (cf. step ), existing planning techniques [4, 8, 28] can be enhanced [25]. The 

construction of control flow patterns and feasible process models based on a Search Graph (cf. step ) is 

especially challenging and innovative. In this step, the automated construction of exclusive choices is essential. 

This is supported by our analyses of several processes from different application contexts and companies (cf. 

Section 6). Indeed, we found that all considered processes contain one to many simple and nested exclusive 

choices, which illustrates the importance of exclusive choices for specifying the control flow in process models. 

4. RUNNING EXAMPLE 

The example is taken from the security order management of a European bank. We will illustrate our approach 

and each design step based on an excerpt of the order execution process that is part of the core business of the 

bank. In the past, this process had to be frequently (re)designed due to repeated launches of new products and 

regulations. The actions validate order, assess risks, check competencies, check extended competencies, and 

execute order, which are part of the excerpt of the process, are available in the library. In the initial state, an 

order is entered by a customer with the parameters orderAmount that may reach from 0 to 250,000, orderState 

with the value entered, and orderType with the feasible values buyOrder and sellOrder. In the goal state, the 

order must be executed (executed is the required value for the parameter orderState). 

Applying a version of the well-known forward search algorithm of Bertoli et al. [4], which is implemented in 

our SBPM process planning software (cf. Section 6.2), results in the Search Graph depicted in Figure 1. This 

graph was chosen to ensure a sound and established general basis, which is also used by other approaches, for 

instance in the field of web service composition. The Search Graph is an acyclic, bipartite directed graph with a 

set of nodes and a set of labeled arcs. The set of nodes consists of actions (e.g., check competencies) and belief 

states (e.g., bs1). The arcs are labeled with the preconditions (e.g., precond(check competencies)) and effects 

(e.g., effects(check competencies)) of the corresponding actions. Containing all sequences of actions leading 

from the initial state to the goal state(s), this graph provides a sound basis for constructing exclusive choices. 



 

 

 

Fig. 1. Search Graph for constructing exclusive choices 

For brevity, we only present in detail the part of the Search Graph in the dashed rectangle. In belief state bs1, 

the action validate order has already been applied. Therefore, the parameter orderState is assigned either of the 

values valid or invalid (in contrast to entered in the initial state). In bs1, it is necessary to decide which check 

routine to apply. In this context, the preconditions specified for the actions must be considered. The actions 

check competencies and check extended competencies are applicable to orders with an orderAmount between 

100 and 5,000 and between 3,000 and 100,000, respectively. Both actions require orderState valid and result in 

orderState proved. Because the action check competencies comprises a lean risk assessment that is sufficient 

for orders with an orderAmount between 100 and 5,000, the effects of this action additionally contain the 

parameter riskAssessment with the value true. Thus, planning the action check competencies after belief state 

bs1 leads to belief state bs2. In contrast, the action check extended competencies does not comprise a simple risk 

assessment. Rather it is necessary to conduct a more comprehensive risk assessment by a separate action assess 

risk. Thus, planning the action check extended competencies after belief state bs1 leads to belief state bs3. This 

excerpt of the entire order execution process serves as a running example to illustrate our design steps. 

5. NOVEL APPROACH TO CONSTRUCT EXCLUSIVE CHOICES 

To design our approach, we initially specify an abstract representation language. Using this language, we define 

our planning problem and design an algorithm to construct exclusive choices. 
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5.1 Specifying an Abstract Representation Language 

In this subsection, we present an abstract representation language for planning process models. Classical 

planners, which use other representation languages such as set-theoretic representation or state-variable 

representation [16], usually consider a finite set of world states and enumerate, for instance, all world states that 

may occur after applying an action explicitly [7]. This is not possible in the context of planning process models. 

Here, we must consider large data types and possibly infinite sets of world states. However, if we restrict all of 

the atoms and belief state variables to be ground, then from a theoretical point of view, our abstract 

representation language has equivalent expressiveness compared to the other languages mentioned. Our 

abstract representation language does not depend on any concrete process modeling language but provides a 

general and formal basis and serves as vocabulary to describe our planning problem and design our artifact. 

When talking about process models, the annotation of their actions includes a specification of the preconditions 

and the effects. We define a parameter of the preconditions and effects as belief state tuple that consists of the 

parameter’s name and a subset of its predefined domain containing all values that can be assigned to the 

parameter in a specific world state (corresponding to an individual process execution). Thus, the name of a 

parameter is also understood as a variable that can take all values in the specified subset. The data type of a 

parameter is the predefined domain of a belief state tuple. 

Definition 1 (Belief state tuple). A belief state tuple p is a tuple of a belief state variable v(p) and a subset r(p) 

of its predefined domain dom(p), which we will write as p := (v(p), r(p)). It is v(p)  r(p) in a specific world 

state. When talking about belief states, v(p) is the symbol of the belief state variable. The set r(p)  dom(p) 

defined by logical and set-theoretic expressions is called the belief-state-variable restriction (abbr.: restriction) 

of v(p), which contains all of the values that can be assigned to v(p) in a specific world state. If r(p) =  then 

the belief state variable does not exist (anymore), allowing its deletion. 

According to this definition, each belief state variable v(p) has a predefined data type specifying the domain 

dom(p) (e.g., dom(orderAmount) = double). Additionally, the restriction r(p) can be defined for each belief 

state variable v(p). A restriction can either be described by logical expressions (e.g., 

r(orderAmount) = {x | x  dom(orderAmount)  100 <x  5,000} = (100; 5,000]) defining a set of values or an 

explicit enumeration of discrete values (e.g., r(orderState) = {valid, invalid}) for a specific belief state variable. 

Example 1 illustrates the definition of belief state tuples in bs1 of our running example. 

Example 1. bs1 = {(orderAmount, (0; 250,000]), (orderState, {valid, invalid}), (orderType, {buyOrder, 



 

 

sellOrder})} represents a set of belief state tuples. The restriction of orderAmount is an interval of the double 

data type, whereas 0 is not part of the interval but 250,000 is. The domains of the belief state variables are 

predefined as dom(orderAmount) = double, dom(orderState) = {entered, valid, invalid, proved, executed}, and 

dom(orderType) = {buyOrder, sellOrder}. 

By using belief state tuples, we can represent belief states and describe in what sense we understand them as 

possibly infinite sets of world states with the help of Definition 3 in combination with Definition 2. 

Definition 2 (⋿). Let A = {u1, …, uk} and B = {w1, …, wm} be two finite sets of belief state tuples. Then 

A ⋿ B : w  B u  A: v(w) = v(u)  r(u)  r(w)  |r(u)|=1. 

Definition 3 (Belief state and world state). Let BST = {p1, …, pn} be a finite set of belief state tuples. A belief 

state bs is a subset of BST, containing every belief state variable one time at most (i.e., pi, pj  bs, 

pi  pj: v(pi)  v(pj)). A world state s is a member of a belief state bs, in the context that s ⋿ bs. 

According to Definition 3, a belief state bs is characterized by a finite set of pairwise distinct belief state 

variables and their restrictions (i.e., bs  BST = {p1, …, pn} pi, pj  bs, pi  pj: v(pi)  v(pj)). Similar to Petrick 

and Bacchus [41], set bs can be interpreted as a type of knowledge base capturing the knowledge about 

available belief state variables v(pi) including the values r(pi) that can be assigned to these variables in a 

specific world state. In contrast to a world state – which generally refers to an individual process execution – bs 

describes different conceivable world states. Indeed, bs is a set of world states whereby in a world state s of 

belief state bs (i.e., s ⋿ bs), each belief state variable v(pi) in bs is available and is assigned a specific concrete 

value which satisfies the corresponding belief state variable restriction r(pi) (cf. Definition 2). According to the 

literature [4, 7, 28, 29], a set of world states is called a belief state. Definition 3 follows this wording. 

This means of representing a set of world states is the starting point to define our planning problem. 

Furthermore, we can explicitly represent belief states intuitively from a process modeling perspective. 

Additionally, with this representation language, a belief state can be a possibly infinite set of world states. 

5.2 Specifying the Planning Problem 

Our planning problem can be considered as a nondeterministic planning problem with initial state uncertainty. 

The theoretical basis for our approach is the framework given in Bertoli et al. [4]. However, we will describe 

our domain using the abstract representation language specified in Subsection 5.1 to allow the consideration of 

data types accompanied by possibly infinite sets of world states and to handle nondeterminism differently. 



 

 

Furthermore, Bertoli et al. [4] explicitly assume given observations for which the control flow might branch on 

conditions as part of the problem domain. Thus, the observations and the corresponding conditions must be 

known in advance. Because this is not realistic in the context of process modeling, we must develop our own 

approach to make it possible to identify these points in the plan and to create conditions under which the plan 

branches (i.e., exclusive choice) in an automated manner. 

In this subsection, we describe our design process, beginning with a nondeterministic state-transition system 

and its definition (Starting Point). To be able to cope with possibly infinite sets of world states, we modify and 

extend this definition. Instead of states, we use belief states in the transition system, which makes it possible to 

change the transition function to be deterministic concerning belief states. This approach results in the 

definition of a deterministic belief-state-transition system (First Step). To be able to build branches in the plan, 

we further extend the transition function by conditions and define our planning domain as a conditional 

deterministic belief-state-transition system (Second Step). Finally, the planning domain, in combination with 

the initial state and the goal states, represents our planning problem (Third Step). 

5.3 Starting Point: Nondeterministic State-Transition System by Bertoli et al. [4] 

When confronted with a nondeterministic planning problem, it is common to use a nondeterministic planning 

domain. In general, “a nondeterministic state-transition system is defined in terms of its states, its actions, and a 

transition function that describes how (the application of) an action leads from one state to possibly many 

states” [4]. We use this as a working definition of a nondeterministic state-transition system. More precisely, a 

state-transition system and (non)determinism in state space are defined as follows [4]. 

Definition 4 (Nondeterministic state-transition system). “A nondeterministic state-transition system is a tuple 

 = (S, A, R), where 

 S is a finite set of states, 

 A is a finite set of actions, and 

 : S × A → 2S is the transition function. The transition function associates to each state s  S and to each 

action a  A the set (s, a)  S of next states.” 

Definition 5 ((Non-)determinism in state space). “An action a is applicable in a state s ([…]) iff |(s, a)| > 0; it 

is deterministic (nondeterministic) in s iff |(s, a)| = 1 (|(s, a)| > 1). If a is applicable in s, then (s, a) is the set 

of states that can be reached from s by applying a.” 



 

 

As mentioned, we take this nondeterministic state-transition system as a starting point and modify and extend it 

to be able to cope with possibly infinite sets of world states. 

5.3.1 First Step: Definition of a Deterministic Belief-State-Transition System 

We defined a nondeterministic state-transition system and what we understand as a belief state. On this basis, 

we define a deterministic belief-state-transition system and determinism in belief space. Our transition system 

is called a belief-state-transition system because it is not based on states but on belief states. Similar to the 

nondeterministic state-transition system, we formulate a working definition of a deterministic belief-state-

transition system that is defined in terms of its belief states (sets of world states), its actions, and a transition 

function that describes how (applying) an action leads from one belief state to one and only one belief state. 

Definition 6 (Deterministic belief-state-transition system). A deterministic belief-state-transition system is a 

tuple d = (BS, A, d), where 

 BS is a finite set of belief states, 

 A is a finite set of actions, and 

 d : BS × A → BS is the transition function. The transition function associates to each belief state bs  BS 

and to each action a  A the next belief state d(bs, a)  BS. 

Definition 7 (Determinism in belief state space). An action a is deterministic in a belief state bs iff 

|d(bs, a)| = 1. If a is applicable in bs, then d(bs, a) is the set of belief states that can be reached from bs by 

applying a. 

According to Definition 7, the belief-state-transition system in Definition 6 is called deterministic because its 

transition function associates to each belief state bs  BS and to each action a  A the next belief state 

d(bs, a)  BS. Therefore, |d(bs, a)| = 1 holds for each action a that is applicable in bs. This deterministic 

belief-state-transition system allows transitions from a set of world states to a set of next world states, which is 

made possible through using belief states. Hence, the nondeterministic state-transition system is extended to 

allow transitions from one world state to a set of next world states. In addition, belief states may represent 

possibly infinite sets of world states. Consequently, the deterministic belief-state-transition system extends the 

nondeterministic state-transition system, which can only cope with finite sets of world states. 

Based on Definition 6, we define our planning domain as a deterministic belief-state-transition system 

d = (BS, A, d). To do so, we must specify the finite set of belief states BS, the finite set of actions A, and the 



 

 

transition function d : BS × A → BS, which associates to each belief state bs  BS and to each action a  A the 

next belief state d(bs, a)  BS. First, we provide some basic definitions. 

Definition 8 (Action). Let BST = {p1, …, pn} be a finite set of belief state tuples. An action a is a triple 

consisting of the action name and two subsets of BST, which we will write as 

a := (name(a), precond(a), effects(a)). Here, precond(a)  BST denotes the preconditions, and effects(a)  BST 

denotes the effects of a, both containing each belief state variable one time at most (i.e., pi, pj  precond(a), 

pi  pj: v(pi)  v(pj) and pi, pj  effects(a), pi  pj: v(pi)  v(pj), respectively). 

Definition 9 (). Let A = {u1, …, uk} and B = {w1, …, wm} be two finite sets of belief state tuples, both 

containing each belief state variable one time at most (i.e., ui, uj  A, ui  uj: v(ui)  v(uj) and wi, wj  B, 

wi  wj: v(wi)  v(wj), respectively). Then 

A  B : w  B u  A: v(w) = v(u)  r(u)  r(w). 

Definition 10 (Applicable). Let bs be a belief state and a an action. Then, action a is applicable in belief state bs 

(denoted with applicable(a, bs)) iff bs  precond(a). 

Definition 10 phrases a sufficient condition that must be met so that an action a can actually be applied in all 

possible world states of a belief state bs. All belief state variables in precond(a) are available in bs. At the same 

time, the restriction of each belief state variable in bs is a subset of the restriction required by a belief state 

variable in precond(a). In other words, an action is applicable iff the action can be applied in each world state 

s ⋿ bs. On this basis, we define a deterministic belief-state-transition system. 

Definition 11 (Deterministic belief-state-transition system). Let BST = {p1, …, pn} be a finite set of belief state 

tuples. We define our planning domain as a deterministic belief-state-transition system d = (BS, A, d), where 

 BS  2BST is a finite set of belief states (i.e., each belief state bs  BS is a subset of BST), 

 A is a finite set of actions, where precond(a)  BST and effects(a)  BST for each a  A, and 

 d : BS × A → BS is the transition function that associates to each belief state bs  BS and to each action 

a  A the next belief state d(bs, a)  BS as follows: d(bs, a) = {(bs \ {(vbs, rbs) | (vbs, rbs)  bs  

(veffects, reffects)  effects(a)  vbs = veffects})  effects(a)} if applicable(a, bs), and  otherwise. 

BS is closed under d, i.e., if bs  BS, then for each belief state, bs  BS, and each action a  A, d(bs, a)  BS 

holds (Definition 6). 

Example 2 illustrates the deterministic belief-state-transition system for the application of the action check 



 

 

competencies in bs1 of our running example. 

Example 2. Let (a1 := check competencies, precond(a1) := {(orderAmount, [100; 5,000]), (orderState, 

{valid})}, effects(a1) := {(orderState, {proved}), (riskAssessment, {true})}) be an action and let 

bs1 = {(orderAmount, [1,000; 3,000]), (orderState, {valid}), (orderType, {buyOrder, sellOrder})} be a belief 

state. a1 is applicable in bs1, since bs1  precond(a1) because for each variable among the preconditions of a1 

there is a variable in bs1 and it is [1,000; 3,000]orderAmount_bs1  [100; 5,000]orderAmount_a1, {valid}orderState_bs1  

{valid}orderState_a1. As a result it is d(bs1, a1) = {{(orderAmount, [1,000; 3,000]), (orderState, {proved}), 

(riskAssessment, {true}), (orderType, {buyOrder, sellOrder})}}. 

5.3.2 Second Step: Definition of a Conditional Deterministic Belief-State-Transition System 

In the deterministic belief-state-transition system of Definition 11, a transition can only occur if an action is 

applicable for all world states of a belief state. Therefore, the transition function d might leave out transitions 

that are typical in the process modeling context. To illustrate this problem, compared with Example 2 we 

change the restrictions of belief state variables orderAmount and orderState of bs1 (cf. also our running 

example illustrated in Figure 1). 

Example 3. Let (a1 := check competencies, precond(a1) := {(orderAmount, [100; 5,000]), (orderState, 

{valid})}, effects(a1) := {(orderState, {proved}), (riskAssessment, {true})}) be an action and let 

bs1 = {(orderAmount, (0; 250,000]), (orderState, {valid, invalid}), (orderType, {buyOrder, sellOrder})} be a 

belief state. a1 is not applicable in bs1 because bs1  precond(a1) (this is due to (0; 250,000]orderAmount_bs1  

[100; 5,000]orderAmount_a1 and {valid, invalid}orderState_bs1  {valid}orderState_a1). The transition function d(bs1, a1) 

would be considered to result in a value of , although it would be possible to apply a1 if, for example, 

(orderAmount, {3,000}) and (orderState, {valid}) hold in an individual process execution (world state of bs1). 

To account for the fact that an action a may be applied in a certain world state of a belief state bs, although a is 

not applicable in bs, it is necessary to construct branches with conditions (which are the base to construct 

exclusive choices) in a process model. Hence, we extend the deterministic belief-state-transition system 

(Definition 6) by so-called conditions, which are comparable to the routing constraints in Sun et al. [47] and 

define a conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system. 

Definition 12 (Conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system). A conditional deterministic belief-state-

transition system is a tuple cd = (BS, A, C, cd) where 



 

 

 BS is a finite set of belief states, 

 A is a finite set of actions, 

 C is a finite set of conditions, and 

 cd : BS × 2C × A → BS is the transition function. The transition function associates to each belief state 

bs  BS, to each set of conditions c  2C, and to each action a  A the next belief state cd(bs, c, a)  BS. 

Based on Definition 12, we define our problem domain as a conditional deterministic belief-state-transition 

system cd = (BS, A, C, cd). Before doing so, we provide some basic definitions. 

Using a conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system, it is possible to consider an action that is not 

applicable in a belief state but is applicable in at least one specific world state s of this belief state bs (s ⋿ bs). 

Definition 13 (Partly applicable). Let bs be a belief state and a an action. Then, action a is partly applicable in 

belief state bs (denoted with partly_applicable(a, bs)) iff 

u  precond(a) w  bs: v(u) = v(w)  (r(u)  r(w)  ). 

All belief state variables required by an action a are available in belief state bs. At the same time, for each 

belief state variable in precond(a), there is at least one value in bs that fulfills the corresponding restriction for 

that belief state variable. However, there may also be situations (certain world states of bs) in which applying a 

is not possible due to the restrictions of the belief state variables in precond(a). Example 4 illustrates the partial 

applicability of the action check competencies in bs1. 

Example 4 Let (a1 := check competencies, precond(a1) := {(orderAmount, [100; 5,000]), (orderState, {valid})}, 

effects(a1) := {(orderState, {proved}), (riskAssessment, {true})}) be an action and let bs1 = {(orderAmount, 

(0; 250,000]), (orderState, {valid, invalid}), (orderType, {buyOrder, sellOrder})} be a belief state. a1 is partly 

applicable in bs1 because it is (0; 250,000]orderAmount_bs1  [100; 5,000]orderAmount_a1 = [100; 5,000]   and {valid, 

invalid}orderState_bs1  {valid}orderState_a1 = {valid}  . 

In a belief state bs, there might be a nonempty set Ap_a  A of actions that are partly applicable in bs according 

to Definition 13. In an individual process execution, a specific value for every belief state variable in bs can be 

observed for a certain world state s ⋿ bs. In this world state s, it may be possible to apply all actions in Ap_a or 

only the actions in a subset of Ap_a. In other words, for every belief state variable of a belief state, we must 

decide for which observations an action can actually be applied. Therefore, we must find a set of conditions 

under which an action can always be applied, that is, under which set of conditions an action is applicable in bs. 



 

 

On this basis, it is possible to construct exclusive choices using these sets of conditions and the corresponding 

actions to construct branches in a process model. Former works [4] do not consider sets of conditions (sets of 

sets of observations). 

Definition 14 (Condition). A condition q is a tuple of a condition variable v(q) and a subset r(q)   of its 

predefined domain dom(q), which we will write as q := (v(q), r(q)) where v(q)  r(q) holds in a world state. 

When talking about conditions, v(q) is the symbol of the condition variable. The set r(q)  dom(q) is called the 

condition restriction of v(q), which contains all of the values that can be assigned to v(q) in a world state. 

A set of conditions c must be built for all actions that are partly applicable in a belief state bs, which are the 

actions in Ap_a(bs):={a  A | partly_applicable(a, bs)}. This set of conditions c (observations) may be different 

for every action in Ap_a(bs), and is – in contrast to other planning problems – not provided prior to the 

construction of a process model. In particular, it is not predefined by the planning domain. Thus, it must be 

determined in an automated manner when constructing exclusive choices. In a world state s ⋿ bs, we can then 

apply these actions iff all conditions are fulfilled, which means, for every condition in c, there is an observed 

value in the world state, and the observed value of the condition variable is a member of the corresponding 

condition restriction. Thus, it is known in each world state which actions can be applied. An action can be 

applied in a world state of a belief state if the action either is applicable in the belief state (i.e., c = ) or is 

partly applicable (but not applicable) in the belief state and at the same time all of its conditions are fulfilled. 

As mentioned, the set of conditions may be different for every action that is partly applicable. To assign a set of 

conditions c to a belief state bs and an action a, we define a condition function. It associates to each belief state 

bs and each (partly applicable) action a a set of conditions under which a can be applied in bs. 

Definition 15 (Condition function). Let d = (BS, A, d) be a deterministic belief-state-transition system. Let C 

be a set of conditions. A condition function over BS and A is a function  : BS × A → 2C that associates to each 

belief state bs  BS and to each partly applicable action a  A in bs the set of conditions (bs, a)  C under 

which this action is applicable. 

Therefore, not only an action influences the transition from one belief state to another but also the conditions 

under which this action can be applied. When constructing a process model, the conditions are not predefined 

by the planning domain but must be determined when planning exclusive choices. Before we describe the 

algorithm, we formulate our planning domain as a conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system. 



 

 

Definition 16 (Conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system). Let BST = {p1, …, pn} be a finite set of 

belief state tuples. We define our planning domain as a conditional deterministic belief-state-transition system 

cd = (BS, A, , cd), where 

 BS  2BST is a finite set of belief states, 

 A is a finite set of actions, where precond(a)  BST and effects(a)  BST for each a  A, and 

  : BS × A → 2C is a condition function over BS and A (Definition 15), with the set of conditions 

 

 cd : BS × 2C × A → BS is the transition function that associates to each belief state bs  BS, to each set of 

conditions c  2C, and to each action a  A the next belief state cd(bs, c, a)  BS as follows: 

cd(bs, c, a) = {((((bs \ {(vbs, rbs) | (vbs, rbs)  bs  (vc, rc)  c  vbs = vc})  c) \ {(vc, rc) | (vc, rc)  c  

(veffects, reffects)  effects(a)  vc = veffects)}) \ {(vbs, rbs) | (vbs, rbs)  bs  (veffects, reffects)  effects(a)  

vbs = veffects})  effects(a)} if partly_applicable(a, bs) and c = (bs, a), and  otherwise. 

BS is closed under cd. In other words, cd(bs, c, a)  BS holds for every action a that is partly applicable in 

bs  BS and for the corresponding conditions c = (bs, a)  2C that must be considered. 

In contrast to former approaches, our sets of conditions are not hard coded in the planning domain and are thus 

not given in advance because this is not realistic in the context of process modeling. Rather, they are derived 

from the domain applying the condition function  : BS × A → 2C to make it possible to construct exclusive 

choices in an automated manner. 

5.3.3 Third Step: Definition of the Planning Problem 

Based on the planning domain defined above (cf. Definition 16) in combination with the initial state and the 

goal states, our planning problem is defined as follows. 

Definition 17 (Planning problem). Our planning problem is a triple P = (cd, bs, BSg), where 

 cd = (BS, A, , cd) is a planning domain (Definition 16), 

 bs  BS is a belief state (bs  ), 

 Ap_a(bs)  A is the set of actions that are partly applicable in bs, and 

 BSg  2BS is the set of belief states which can be reached after applying an action ai  Ap_a(bs). This set of 

belief states is defined as . 
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The planning problem states that, given the planning domain and belief state bs, the set BSg of belief states, 

which can be reached after applying an action ai  Ap_a, must be constructed. 

5.4 Designing the Planning Algorithm 

This subsection focuses on the construction of exclusive choices based on the defined planning problem (cf. 

Definition 17) and the Search Graph (cf. Figure 1). We must construct the required branches and conditions to 

construct exclusive choices and make partly applicable actions applicable in a belief state. Applying our 

algorithm results in an Extended Search Graph, which is an acyclic, bipartite directed graph consisting of a set 

of nodes Nodes, which contains the actions and belief states and a set of labeled arcs Arcs. However, in contrast 

to the Search Graph, the labels of the arcs, which lead from a belief state to an action that is partly applicable in 

this belief state, are extended by the conditions required to construct exclusive choices. 

To generate the Extended Search Graph, we first introduce the EXTENDGRAPH procedure (Procedure 1), which 

creates nodes and arcs for the Extended Search Graph. Second, we present the CONDITIONS procedure 

(Procedure 2), which builds a set of conditions serving as the basis for constructing the branches in a given 

belief state. In this context, the PARTITION procedure (Procedure 3) is required to create disjoint partitions of 

the restrictions of belief state tuples. This procedure is provided in a third step. Finally, we introduce the 

CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure (Procedure 4), which builds the sets of conditions required to branch the 

Search Graph and label its arcs. How these parts of the algorithm work and how they interact with one another 

to construct the Extended Search Graph is described in the following and illustrated by our running example. 

The EXTENDGRAPH procedure (Procedure 1) receives Search Graph SG and node bs. Clearly, the procedure is 

invoked for a belief state bs iff there are partly applicable actions in bs and an exclusive choice must be 

constructed accordingly. In a first step, by means of the CONDITIONS procedure, set C is built and contains the 

conditions required to construct the branches in node bs. Because these conditions depend on the preconditions 

of all partly applicable actions in bs and to avoid redundant calculations within the CONDITIONFUNCTION 

procedure, which must be executed for each partly applicable action in bs thereafter, we decided to conduct this 

step beforehand. For belief state bs1 in our running example, the CONDITIONS procedure builds the set of 

conditions C := {(orderAmount, (0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000]), (orderAmount, [100; 3,000)), (orderAmount, 

[3,000; 5,000]), (orderAmount, (5,000; 100,000]), (orderState, {valid}), (orderState, {invalid})} (details on 

how this set is built are provided in the CONDITIONS procedure). 

For every action that is partly applicable in belief state bs, a set of sets of conditions Carc is built by executing 



 

 

the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure. For the action check competencies and belief state bs1 in our running 

example, the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure returns the set of sets of conditions Carc := {{(orderAmount, 

[100; 3,000)), (orderState, {valid})}, {(orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), (orderState, {valid})}} (details on how 

this set is built are provided introducing the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure). 

In a next step, based on the set Carc, it is possible to construct the nodes and arcs that must be added to Search 

Graph SG to account for partly applicable action a in belief state bs (lines 5 to 9). Here, for each element carc of 

Carc, a new node representing new belief state bs’ (which can be reached by applying the action a in belief state 

bs) is built by applying the transition function cd(bs, carc, a) (Definition 16) and added to the set of nodes 

Nodes. Furthermore, new arcs bs, {precond(a), carc}, a and a, effects(a), bs’ are created between bs, a, and 

bs’ and added to the set of arcs Arcs. The outgoing arc of bs is thereby labeled with both the preconditions of 

action a and the corresponding set of conditions carc. For the action check competencies and belief state bs1, this 

results in the two nodes bs2,1 and bs2,2 (Figure 2) and the corresponding arcs (in Figure 2, we omitted depicting 

preconditions precond(a) and effects effects(a)). 

Having added the nodes and arcs for all partly applicable actions in a  Ap_a(bs), we finally add the arc 

bs, else, termination to the Search Graph. This is because belief state bs might involve world states in which 

no action can be applied. In our running example, this condition is the case if belief state variable orderState 

equals invalid, for example. 

Procedure 1.  EXTENDGRAPH  
1 procedure EXTENDGRAPH(bs, SG) 
2  C := CONDITIONS(bs, SG) 
3  forall a  Ap_a(bs) 
4   Carc := CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) 
5   forall carc  Carc 
6    bs’ := γcd(bs, carc, a) 
7    Nodes := Nodes  {bs’} 
8    Arcs := Arcs  {bs, {precond(a), carc}, a, a, effects(a), bs’} 
9   endfor 
10  endfor 
11  Arcs := Arcs  bs, else, termination 
12 end 

Within the EXTENDGRAPH procedure, the CONDITIONS procedure (Procedure 2) must be executed to derive the 

set of conditions C, which serves as a basis for constructing the branches of the Extended Search Graph in 

belief state bs. To this end, we initialize C with an empty set (line 2). Furthermore, we derive set bspre which 

contains all belief state tuples (vbs, rbs) of bs for which belief state variable vbs is in the precondition, but 

restriction rbs is not a subset of the corresponding restriction rpre for at least one action ap_a, which is partly 



 

 

applicable in bs (line 3). In other words, for all belief state tuples (vbs, rbs) in bspre, there is at least one action 

which is partly applicable (i.e., this action cannot be applied in all possible world states of belief state bs 

concerning restriction rbs of belief state variable vbs). For belief state bs1 in our running example, considering 

the partly applicable actions check competencies and check extended competencies, set bspre equals 

{(orderAmount, (0; 250,000]), (orderState, {valid, invalid})}. 

Then, for each belief state tuple (vbs, rbs) of bspre, we build the set of conditions Cpart to account for the 

preconditions of all partly applicable actions in bs and add them to the set of conditions C (lines 4 to 9). To do 

this, we first build set R consisting of all restrictions rpre that refer to belief state variable vbs and are part of the 

preconditions of the partly applicable actions in belief state bs. Next, to partition restriction rbs of belief state 

variable vbs in pairwise disjoint sets considering the restrictions rpre  R, we execute the PARTITION procedure 

with rbs and R. Thus, restriction rbs of belief state variable vbs is partitioned such that it is clearly defined for 

each pairwise disjoint set and each action which is partly applicable in bs, whether the action can be applied in 

all possible world states or no world state at all with respect to this belief state variable vbs. The PARTITION 

procedure is described in detail later on in this subsection. When deriving the set Partition for the belief state 

tuple (orderAmount, (0; 250,000]), for example, the PARTITION procedure is executed with rbs := (0; 250,000] 

and R := {[100; 5,000], [3,000; 100,000]}. Here, the set of restrictions R consists of the restrictions concerning 

belief state variable orderAmount, which are part of the preconditions of the partly applicable actions check 

competencies and check extended competencies. In our example, executing the PARTITION procedure with rbs 

and R, results in the set Partition := {(0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000], [100; 3,000), [3,000; 5,000], 

(5,000; 100,000]}. In the next step, based on set Partition, set Cpart is built, which contains the set of belief state 

tuples (vbs, rp) containing a restriction rp that is an element of set Partition. For the belief state tuple 

(orderAmount, (0; 250,000]), set Cpart equals {(orderAmount, (0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000]), (orderAmount, 

[100; 3,000)), (orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), (orderAmount, (5,000; 100,000])}. 

Finally, having executed lines 4 to 9 for each belief state tuple of bspre and having extended the set of conditions 

C, the resulting set C is returned by the CONDITIONS procedure. In our running example for bs1 the set 

{(orderAmount, (0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000]), (orderAmount, [100; 3,000)), (orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), 

(orderAmount, (5,000; 100,000]), (orderState, {valid}), (orderState, {invalid})} is returned. 

 

 



 

 

Procedure 2.  CONDITIONS  
1 function CONDITIONS(bs, ST) 
2  C :=  
3  bspre := {(vbs, rbs)  bs | (vbs, rpre)  precond(ap_a), rbs  rpre, ap_a  Ap_a(bs)} 
4  forall (vbs, rbs)  bspre 
5   R := {rpre | (vbs, rpre)  precond(ap_a), ap_a  Ap_a(bs)} 
6   Partition := PARTITION(rbs, R) 
7   Cpart := {(vbs, rp) | rp  Partition} 
8   C := C  Cpart 
9  endfor 
10  return C 
11 end 

Within the CONDITIONS procedure, we execute the PARTITION procedure (Procedure 3) to partition the 

restriction rbs of a belief state variable vbs of a belief state bs in pairwise disjoint sets to account for the set of 

restrictions R for vbs of all partly applicable actions in bs. We will examine this procedure more closely. 

First, we nondeterministically take one element of R as rest and build the difference diff and the intersection 

inter of rbs and rest. In doing so, we partition rbs into two subsets. In our example with rbs := (0; 250,000] and 

R := {[100; 5,000], [3,000; 100,000]} and taking the first element of R as rest (i.e., [100; 5,000]), we obtain the 

two subsets diff := (0; 100)  (5,000; 250,000] and inter := [100; 5,000]. Furthermore, we initialize solution 

with an empty set. 

If the number of elements in R is greater than 1 – i.e., there are, in addition to rest, further restrictions 

remaining in R that must be considered – we continue as follows (lines 6 to 12): 

(1) If set diff is not empty as in our running example, we further partition diff by executing the PARTITION 

procedure for set diff and the difference of R and rest (i.e., all restrictions in R besides rest) and store the result 

in solution. In our running example, the recursive execution of the PARTITION procedure finally results in 

solution := {(0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000], (5,000; 100,000]} (line 8). (2) If the set inter is not empty as in our 

running example, we further partition inter by executing the PARTITION procedure for set inter and all 

restrictions in R in addition to rest. In our running example, this recursive execution results in the set 

{[100; 3,000), [3,000; 5,000]}. 

The union of both sets determined in (1) and (2) (line 11) finally results in the set 

solution := {(0; 100)  (100,000; 250,000], [100; 3,000), [3,000; 5,000], (5,000; 100,000]}. 

Else, for |R|  1, solution equals the difference of the union of the two subsets diff and inter and the empty set 

(lines 13 to 15). Finally, the procedure returns the set solution. 

 



 

 

Procedure 3.  PARTITION 
1 function PARTITION(rbs, R) 
2  nondeterministically choose rest  R 
3  diff := rbs \ rest 
4  inter := rbs  rest 
5  solution :=  
6  if |R| > 1 then 
7   if diff   then 
8    solution := PARTITION(diff, R \ rest) 
9   endif 
10   if inter   then 
11    solution := solution  PARTITION(inter, R \ rest) 
12   endif 
13  else 
14   solution := {diff, inter} \ {} 
15  endif 
16  return solution 
17 end 

The CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure (Procedure 4) is central to the EXTENDGRAPH procedure and must be 

executed to branch the Search Graph and label its arcs. Based on the set of conditions C, previously derived by 

means of the CONDITIONS procedure, CONDITIONFUNCTION builds a set of sets of conditions Carc under which 

a partly applicable action a can be applied in belief state bs. In the following, we will examine this procedure 

more closely. 

If a is applicable in bs, there is no need for conditions. Therefore, the empty set, which was chosen in our 

algorithm to represent this fact (lines 2 and 3), is returned. This makes it possible to avoid redundant branches 

within the Extended Search Graph without any loss of feasible solutions. 

If a is partly applicable but not applicable in bs, sets of conditions carc are created under which this action is 

applicable in bs (lines 4 and 7). Thus, in a first step, subset Ca of all belief state tuples (vc, rc) containing a 

restriction rc, which is a subset of the restriction ra of the corresponding belief state tuple (vc, ra) in the 

preconditions of a, is derived from C (lines 5). For the action check competencies and the belief state bs1 in the 

running example, the set Ca equals {(orderAmount, [100; 3,000)), (orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), 

(orderState, {valid})}. In a next step, the required set of sets of conditions Carc is built. Carc includes all subsets 

carc of Ca, containing every condition variable that is part of the conditions in Ca exactly once (line 6). Here, the 

first term ensures that the number of conditions in carc (i.e., |carc|) equals the number of different condition 

variables in Ca and the second term relates to the fact that all condition variables which are part of the 

conditions in carc are pairwise distinct. In our running example the set of sets Carc which is returned in line 7 

equals {{(orderAmount, [100; 3,000)), (orderState, {valid})}, {(orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), (orderState, 

{valid})}}. 



 

 

Procedure 4.  CONDITIONFUNCTION 
1 function CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) 
2  if applicable(a, bs) then 
3   return {}  
4  else 
5   Ca := {(vc, rc)  C | rc  ra, (vc, ra)  precond(a)} 
6   Carc := {carc  Ca | |carc| = |{vc | (vc, rc)  Ca}|  i = (vi, ri)  carc, j = (vj, rj)  carc, i≠j : vi≠vj} 
7   return Carc 
8 end 

The application of our algorithm to the Search Graph of the running example results in an Extended Search 

Graph (i.e., Figure 2, wherein we omitted to depict the preconditions precond(a) and effects effects(a) on the 

arcs). The upper part of Figure 2 illustrates a part of this Extended Search Graph. Here, we focus on belief state 

bs1 and the partly applicable actions check competencies and check extended competencies. Because belief 

states bs2,2 and bs3,1 are equal, the set Nodes which results from applying the algorithm on our running example 

contains only three elements, and not four as depicted for illustration purposes in Figure 2. This benefits further 

planning steps because the Search Graph must be further analyzed and extended only once for bs2,2 and bs3,1. 

 

Fig. 2. Deriving UML Activity Diagrams from the Extended Search Graph 
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Based on the generated Extended Search Graph, we are able to construct exclusive choices. For example, 

considering the arc labels in the Extended Search Graph of Figure 2, an exclusive choice must be designed after 

bs1 because the constructed restrictions concerning the condition variable orderAmount of outgoing arcs <bs1, 

{precond(check competencies), {(orderAmount, [100; 3,000)), (orderState, {valid})}}, check competencies> 

and <bs1, {precond(check extended competencies), {(orderAmount, (5,000; 100,000]), (orderState, {valid})}}, 

check extended competencies>, for example, are mutually exclusive. In contrast, the conditions of arcs <bs1, 

{precond(check competencies), {(orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), (orderState, {valid})}}, check competencies> 

and <bs1, {precond(check extended competencies), {(orderAmount, [3,000; 5,000]), (orderState, {valid})}}, 

check extended competencies> are equal. Thus, both the actions check competencies and check extended 

competencies can be alternatively executed if orderAmount  [3,000; 5,000] and orderState  {valid} hold. 

This fact indicates that two different process models are feasible. In one process model, the action check 

competencies is executed for orderAmount  [3,000; 5,000]; in the other one, the action check extended 

competencies is executed. Both process models contain the control flow pattern exclusive choice, which is 

constructed using the conditions denoted on the arc labels. Two feasible solutions are illustrated in the bottom 

part of Figure 2 as UML Activity Diagrams. 

6. EVALUATION 

We first evaluate our design artifact in terms of whether it always creates correct exclusive choices for a given 

planning problem by mathematically proving its functional key properties termination and correctness. Second, 

we implement the approach in SBPM process planning software and analyze its feasibility and applicability by 

means of several real-world processes. We finally discuss the practical utility of our approach compared with 

manual process modeling by means of the criteria flexibility by definition (cf. [49]), modeling costs and 

modeling time. 

6.1 Functional Properties of the Algorithm 

One major functional property of the algorithm is its termination. We state the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1 (TERMINATION). Given our planning problem, the execution of the algorithm terminates. 

We prove Theorem 1 by showing that, given any instance of our planning problem, (1) each statement of the 

algorithm terminates and (2) the number of iterations of every loop is finite (cf. Appendix A). 

To show that the algorithm provides correct results (branches and conditions for exclusive choices), we state 



 

 

Theorem 2 with respect to the generated Extended Search Graph: 

THEOREM 2 (CORRECTNESS). Iff an action can be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is a branch 

in the Extended Search Graph constructed by the algorithm that represents this fact. 

We prove this theorem by showing that the following two statements hold (cf. Appendix B): 

(1) If an action a cannot be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is no branch in the Extended 

Search Graph constructed by the algorithm representing that action a is applied in this world state s. 

(2) If an action a can be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is a branch in the Extended Search 

Graph constructed by the algorithm that represents this fact. 

Consequently, based on a given planning problem, our algorithm is not subject to potential modeling failures, 

as manual process modeling potentially is. 

6.2 Feasibility and Applicability of the Algorithm 

To analyze the feasibility and applicability of our algorithm, we examine the following evaluation questions: 

E.1 Can the algorithm be instantiated in the form of a software implementation to demonstrate its feasibility 

(“proof by construction”; cf. [27, 39])? 

E.2 Can the algorithm be applied in a practical setting and what inputs are needed (cf. [27])? 

E.3 What is the output resulting from the practical application of the algorithm (“analysis of the results”)? 

To address E.1, the proposed algorithm was implemented as part of our planning approach in SBPM process 

planning software (a demo version of the web interface of the software can be accessed at http://www-

sempa.uni-regensburg.de/). Indeed, the exclusive choice pattern is of one of the most important control flow 

patterns, and its consideration in the planning software constitutes an essential step toward planning real-world 

processes. To attain a user-friendly interface, we implemented a web application that guides the user during 

each step of the approach, providing a description of inputs, tasks and outputs. The application allows a step-

by-step specification of action libraries (i.e., actions including their preconditions and effects) and the initial 

state and the goal states of the planning problem. Moreover, the web application supports the reuse of already 

defined action libraries in different planning problems, for instance, to analyze the changes in a planned process 

model in case the initial state and/or the goal states are modified. To test the implementation, persons other than 

the programmers performed an analysis of the source code, and we made a series of tests using the JUnit 

Framework, including runs with extreme values, JUnit regression tests, and unit tests. The implementation did 

not show any errors at the end of the test phase. 



 

 

In a second step, we analyzed whether the planning approach can be applied in real-use situations and what 

initial effort must be taken (cf. E.2). To do this analysis, we focused on several process (re)designs of a major 

European bank in which core business processes had manually been (re)designed several times due to new 

products, new regulations, or changing organizational requirements (e.g., outsourcing parts of processes to 

external service providers). For illustration purposes, we consider the order execution process (the running 

example used within this paper is an excerpt of this process), which refers to the security order management of 

the bank. To apply our algorithm in this context, as a major initial effort, we had to extract all actions included 

in former process models of the area of security order management to our planning software. This was done in 

an automated manner via the bank’s process modeling tool (ARIS toolset) which provides an XML interface. In 

doing so, we imported approximately 200 actions including their preconditions and effects. Thereafter, we 

reviewed all actions, for example with respect to the completeness of their preconditions and effects. Such a 

review, which is also necessary during manual process (re)design, must be performed more accurately for 

process planning. Based on new requirements resulting from new products or new regulations, for example, we 

could easily adapt some extracted actions and add further actions. Moreover, together with the responsible 

department of the bank and based on the project requirements, we specified and entered the initial state and the 

intended goal states. Finally, we planned the feasible process models using our planning software in an 

automated manner. 

Concerning E.3, we analyzed the output resulting from the practical application of the algorithm and compared 

it to the manually built process models. Figure 3 shows such an output in terms of a feasible process model for 

the order execution process planned by the algorithm. Within this solution, several exclusive choices were 

constructed. The first one differentiates three paths concerning the parameter securityType (data type string) 

with the values stock, fund, or certificate. Thus, the actions prove stock, prove fund, and prove certificate can be 

applied in the respective path. The following three exclusive choices are necessary to consider different check 

routines (prove plausibility, prove competency, and prove coverage). If one of these checks fails, the order 

execution process terminates due to existing risk regulations. The last exclusive choice refers to our running 

example (cf. Figure 2). Here, the parameter orderAmount (data type double), which reaches values from 0 to 

250,000 Euro, is used. The feasible solution presented in Figure 3 is the one corresponding to the exclusive 

choices resulting from the manual redesign of this process. The feasible solutions resulting from the application 

of our algorithm were discussed with the responsible department of the bank to assess their feasibility (e.g., 



 

 

considering the resource constraints when conducting the process; cf. also Subsection 6.3) and their respective 

advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, it was also possible to determine the changes of the planned process 

models in case the initial state and/or the goal states were modified and/or additional actions were considered. 

This gave us the chance to analyze the consequences when regulation requirements (e.g., concerning the order 

size or the counterparty risk) required changes. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of a Planned Feasible Model for the Order Execution Process 

The evaluation questions E.1 to E.3 were also analyzed in eleven additional real-use situations: four from a 

bank (application contexts “Loan Management” and “Private Banking”), two from an insurance company 

(application context “Insurance Management”), four from a mechanical engineering company (application 

context “Project Management”), and one from a university (application context “Human Resources 

Management”). Table 1 provides an overview of the key figures (the planning software ran on an Intel Core i7-

2600 3.40 GHz, Windows 7 64 Bit, Kernel Version 7601.22616, Java 8): 

Table 1. Application of our approach in additional real-use situations 

Application 
Context 

Process 
description 

Number of 
actions / states 
in the initial 
search graph 

Number of 
constructed 
exclusive choices 
(all/only nested) 

Number of actions 
/ states included 
by exclusive 
choices 

Data types 
incorporated 
in the 
conditions 

Number 
of feasible 
solutions 

Modeling 
time in 
seconds 

Project 
Management 

Preparing and 
coordinating 
project profile 

17/15 3/2 4 String, Class 2 <0.001 



 

 

Project 
Management 

Specifying 
project resources

25/18 1/0 1 String, Class 2 <0.001 

Project 
Management 

Allocating 
project resources

26/22 2/1 8 String, Class 2 <0.001 

Project 
Management 

Preparing the 
project report for 
the board 

38/25 2/1 6 String, Class 2 <0.001 

Insurance 
Management 

Administrating 
customer and 
product database

43/38 8/7 29 String, Class 5 0.003 

Insurance 
Management 

Handling 
insured events 

54/44 13/12 33 String, Class 7 0.002 

Loan 
Management 

Analyzing credit 
rating 

40/31 5/4 25 String; Class 2 0.001 

Loan 
Management 

Selling mortgage 
loans 

57/43 5/0 14 
Double, 
String, Class 

2 0.002 

Loan 
Management 

Settling 
mortgage loans 

122/69 3/0 54 
Double, 
String, Class 

2 0.001 

Private 
Banking 

Contracting 
wealth manage-
ment customer 

278/189 33/11 82 
Boolean, 
String, Class 

3 0.820 

Human 
Resources 
Management 

Engaging new 
staff 

83/75 16/15 76 String, Class 29 0.004 

The process models are of different sizes, containing between 17 and 278 actions in the initial search graph. 

The largest model (Contracting wealth management customer), for instance, contains actions conducted by 

external service providers and multiple departments of the bank. The process models include simple and nested 

exclusive choices. Nested exclusive choices are located on branches of preceding exclusive choices that have 

not yet been merged. The constructed exclusive choices include a significant number of actions and states 

following on the respective branches. The conditions of the constructed exclusive choices contain primitive 

data types, such as Boolean, String, and Double, and list union data types such as Classes. Overall, this 

evaluation step demonstrates the feasibility and applicability of our approach. Table 2 summarizes the results. 

Table 2. Results concerning evaluation questions E.1 to E.3 

Evaluation Question Result 

E.1 Can the algorithm be instantiated in the form of a 
software implementation to demonstrate its feasibility 
(“proof by construction”; cf. [27, 39])? 

The algorithm was successfully implemented and tested 
as part of our planning approach in a SBPM process 
planning software. 

E.2 Can the algorithm be applied in a practical setting and 
which input is needed accordingly (cf. [27])? 

The algorithm was applied in several real-use situations 
from different application contexts and companies. The 
required input could be determined in each case. 

E.3 What is the output resulting from the practical 
application of the algorithm (“analysis of the results”)? 

The output of the algorithm does not only comprise the 
exclusive choices resulting from the manual design of 
the processes but multiple feasible solutions. 

6.3 Practical Utility of the Algorithm 

In addition to the applications of our approach (cf. Subsection 6.2), we evaluated its practical utility. 



 

 

Specifically, we illustrate its advantages concerning the criteria flexibility by definition (cf. [49]), modeling 

costs, and modeling time compared with a manual (re)design of process models. 

Flexibility by Definition: As defined by van der Aalst [49] in his taxonomy of process flexibility, “flexibility by 

definition is the ability to incorporate alternative execution paths within a process definition at design time such 

that selection of the most appropriate execution path can be made at runtime for each process instance.” 

Applying our algorithm does not only result in the manually designed exclusive choices and one feasible 

process model: indeed, it also provides multiple feasible solutions (cf. column 7 of Table 1) and consequently 

increases flexibility by definition. This capability is beneficial because the resulting feasible solutions may be 

compared to one another based on economic criteria (e.g., process costs per execution and cycle time) and 

resource constraints (e.g., staff utilization). Hence, automated process planning enables the flexibility to select 

the most appropriate feasible process model or path for execution. 

Modeling Costs: To analyze the costs of automated process planning, Krause et al. [35] developed an economic 

model to compare the modeling costs that result from the process planning approach (cf. Section 3) with the 

costs resulting from modeling processes manually. They analyzed the cost-efficiency of the planning approach 

applied in the context of several process (re)design projects at a major bank. They found that the planning 

approach results in higher initial setup costs (particularly for analyzing and semantically annotating actions), 

but the direct modeling costs for (re)designing process models are much lower compared with the comparable 

costs of manual process modeling. As Krause et al. [35] analyzed, the contribution margin of the considered 

process (re)design projects was increased by approximately 20% through cost savings in the direct modeling 

costs that are supposed to cover the higher initial setup costs. Because Krause et al. [35] only considered a short 

period (approximately two years), the cost-efficiency of the planning approach should even increase in the long 

term because the cost savings in modeling costs increase over time for frequently (re)designed processes. 

Modeling Time: Based on the considered process (re)designs, the direct modeling time of our planning 

approach is lower compared with that of manual process modeling. For instance, the three feasible solutions of 

the order execution process including multiple exclusive choices (one solution is illustrated in Figure 3) were 

created in approximately 0.178 seconds. Indeed, for each process listed in Table 1, all feasible process models 

were created in less than one second, which is obviously much less time than is required for manual process 

modeling. Similarly to the initial setup costs discussed in Krause et al. [35], automated process planning 

requires adding some initial setup time for analyzing and semantically annotating actions. However, 



 

 

particularly for processes that must be frequently (re)designed, the savings in modeling time outweigh the 

additional setup time. 

Overall, based on the analyzed real-use situations, our approach has advantages compared with manual process 

modeling concerning the criteria flexibility by definition, modeling costs, and modeling time. 

7. DISCUSSION 

We have demonstrated the strength of our algorithm; however, some limitations remain that must be discussed 

in more detail. First, our algorithm is limited to the construction of exclusive choices. To plan entire process 

models in an automated manner, we must answer the challenging question of whether other control flow 

patterns such as parallel splits, synchronizations, simple merges, and arbitrary cycles can be constructed. Based 

on the abstract representation language and the planning domain defined in this paper, we already have begun 

both developing algorithms for further control flow patterns and integrating them into our approach for an 

automated planning of process models presented in Section 3. 

Second, we did not answer the question of whether an appropriate process model can be selected out of the 

provided set of feasible solutions in practice (cf. discussion of flexibility by definition in Subsection 6.3). This 

may be done manually, for instance, by a process modeler or in an (semi)automated manner. In the case of 

manual selection, it seems to be appropriate to determine clusters of similar feasible solutions (e.g., using 

similarity measures for process models; cf. [10, 12]). Thus, the modeler can evaluate these clusters by their 

main differences and exclude inadequate clusters (e.g., concerning a specific application context). This 

procedure may considerably reduce the number of feasible solutions that must be further evaluated. The 

clustering approach can be applied again on the remaining feasible solutions until the number of process 

models is manageable. Such a procedure can support a two- or more-step selection process. How to cluster and 

illustrate different feasible solutions is part of our present and future research. For selecting in a 

(semi)automated manner, there are process simulation techniques that typically aim to compare different 

process models based on non-functional criteria (e.g., process costs and cycle time determined in a specific 

application context) and resource constraints. When the process models are realized by services, the research 

field of Quality-of-Service (QoS)-aware Service Selection provides a large number of approaches (e.g., 

[2, 9, 22, 60]), each aiming to determine an optimal QoS-aware service composition in an automated manner 

based on a given number of process models. Thus, the set of feasible process models could serve as input to this 

research. 



 

 

A third limitation refers to workflow management and process mining tool interfaces that our SBPM process 

planning software currently lacks. To integrate our software into a company’s application landscape, such 

interfaces are required. Their realization represents a future task in our research. 

Further directions for future research include extensions of our planning approach in terms of considering static 

and non-static context information about the environment in which the planned process is executed (context-

aware planning; e.g., [24]) and multiple users that must be coordinated when the planned process is executed. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Both the increasing frequency and the complexity of required (re)designs of companies’ processes constitute a 

significant degree of manual work, making the (re)designs cost-intensive and time-consuming. To alleviate this 

drawback, we envision the automated planning of process models. In this paper, we present an abstract 

representation language that enables the representation of possibly infinite sets of world states (belief states). 

After a formal definition of the planning problem, we propose a novel algorithm for the automated construction 

of exclusive choices in to-be process models. This is the first algorithm that explicitly addresses the 

construction of conditions for each branch of an exclusive choice considering multiple belief state variables and 

large data types. This is essential for the automated construction of exclusive choices in the context of process 

planning. Moreover, our approach constructs not only one model, as manual process modeling usually does, but 

multiple feasible process models differing with respect to their exclusive choices. By means of our evaluation, 

we showed that our algorithm terminates and creates correct solutions. We also applied our algorithm to several 

real-world processes in different application contexts and companies and found support that the algorithm is 

fully applicable in practice. Furthermore, it has advantages compared with manual process modeling 

concerning the criteria flexibility by definition, modeling costs, and modeling time. 

We conclude with the generalizability and the breadth of applicability of our approach. In the course of the 

discussion of related literature, we already identified promising links to other research streams. To build the 

Search Graph, many approaches coping with nondeterminism and initial state uncertainty can be used 

[4, 8, 28]. Such approaches are the underlying technique for several domains such as, for instance, (web) 

service composition [1, 5, 19, 30, 45]. Hence, our approach also seems to be applicable to other domains. 
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Supplement for the Manuscript “Automated Planning of Process Models: 

Design of a Novel Approach to Construct Exclusive Choices” 

In this supplement, we provide the proofs for Theorem 1 (cf. Appendix A) and Theorem 2 (cf. Appendix B). 

A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

THEOREM 1 (TERMINATION). Given our planning problem, the execution of the proposed algorithm terminates. 

PROOF. Termination is proved by showing that each statement of the algorithm terminates and that the number 

of iterations of every loop is finite. This is done in the following: 

In the first statement of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure (line 2 in Procedure 1), the CONDITIONS procedure is 

invoked for the belief state bs and the Search Graph SG. To prove that the CONDITIONS procedure terminates, it 

is sufficient to show that the for-loop (lines 4 to 9 in Procedure 2) terminates. This is due to the fact that the 

remaining statements (lines 2, 3, and 10) are simple (set) operations which terminate obviously. Our line of 

argument that the for-loop terminates is as follows: 

The statements within the for-loop are executed for each element of the set bspre which is a subset of BST 

(bspre  bs  BST). Due to the fact that BST is a finite set of belief state tuples (cf. definition of the planning 

domain in Definition 16), the subset bspre is finite as well (bspre  BST  |bspre| ≤ |BST| < ). Thus, the number 

of iterations of the for-loop is finite. Further it has to be proven that each iteration of the for-loop terminates: In 

the first statement within the loop, a set R of restrictions is built (line 5). Thereby, the number of elements 

within the set R is finite (i.e. |R| < ) due to two reasons: (1) the set Ap_a(bs) of actions which are partly 

applicable in bs is finite (Ap_a(bs)  A  |Ap_a(bs)| ≤ |A| < ; cf. definition of the planning domain); (2) the set 

of preconditions precond(ap_a) is finite for each partly applicable action ap_a in bs (precond(ap_a)  BST  

|precond(ap_a)| ≤ |BST| < ; cf. definition of the planning domain). Afterwards, the PARTITION procedure is 

invoked with the restriction of the belief state rbs and the finite set of restrictions R. For a finite set of 

restrictions R, the PARTITION procedure itself terminates and returns a finite set of restrictions (cf. Lemmata 1 

and 2 which are presented und proven subsequent to this proof). The remaining statements within the for-loop 

of the CONDITIONS procedure are simple (set) operations which obviously terminate and build a finite set of 

conditions C. Thus, each iteration of the for-loop terminates, and so does the CONDITIONS procedure. 



 

 

In the next step, the nested loops within the EXTENDGRAPH procedure are executed (lines 3 to 10 in 

Procedure 1). To prove their termination, our line of argument is as follows: 

The statements within the outer loop (lines 3 to 10) are executed for all actions a  Ap_a(bs) which are partly 

applicable in bs. As already shown above, the set Ap_a(bs) and thus the number of iterations of the outer loop are 

finite. Within the outer loop (line 4), the CONDITIONSFUNCTION procedure (Procedure 4) is invoked for the 

belief state bs, the previously built finite set of conditions C, and action a. The CONDITIONSFUNCTION 

procedure creates the set Carc by means of simple (set) operations which terminate, respectively. Thus, the 

CONDITIONSFUNCTION procedure terminates as well. The returned set of sets of conditions Carc is finite due to 

the facts that Ca is finite (Ca  C  |Ca| ≤ |C| < ) and Carc is a subset of the power set of Ca 

(  |||| 22|2|||2 CCC
arc

C
arc

aaa CC ). Afterwards, the statements within the inner loop of the EXTENDGRAPH 

procedure (lines 5 to 9) are executed for each element carc of the set Carc. As Carc is finite (see above) and the 

statements within the inner loop are simple (set) operations which terminate, respectively, the inner loop 

terminates as well, and so does the outer loop. Finally, the arc bs, else, termination is added to the set of arcs 

Arcs of the Search Graph and the algorithm terminates.        □ 

 

In the following, we provide and prove the two lemmata referenced in the proof of Theorem 1. 

LEMMA 1. Given a finite set of restrictions R, the execution of the PARTITION procedure terminates. 

PROOF. To prove the termination of the PARTITION procedure (Procedure 3) for a finite set of restrictions R (i.e. 

|R| < ), it is sufficient to show that the recursions terminate (lines 8 and 11). This is due to the fact that besides 

the recursions the PARTITION procedure only contains simple (set) operations (e.g. intersection, union, and 

difference) that obviously terminate. As a consequence, we prove the lemma by showing that the number of 

recursive invocations of the PARTITION procedure is finite. The following facts serve as a basis for our line of 

argument: 

 The PARTITION procedure is only invoked recursively if R contains more than one element (i.e. |R| > 1; 

line 6). In this case, the PARTITION procedure is invoked two times at the most (lines 8 and 11). If R 

contains only one element (i.e. |R| = 1), the PARTITION procedure is not invoked recursively but returns the 

set solution (lines 13 to 16). 



 

 

 When invoking the PARTITION procedure recursively, the corresponding set of restrictions R is reduced by 

the element rest (lines 8 and 11). That means that each time the number of elements in R is decreased by 

one. 

Consequently, the number of recursive invocations of the PARTITION procedure is finite, because (1) the 

number of elements in R is finite, (2) the number of elements in R is decreased by one when recursively 

invoking the PARTITION procedure, and (3) there is a lower bound of one for the number of elements in R (i.e. 

|R| = 1) which serves as the stop criterion for the recursion.      □ 

 

LEMMA 2. Given a set rbs and a finite set of sets R, the set solution := PARTITION(rbs, R) which is returned by the 

PARTITION procedure is finite as well. 

PROOF. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of elements in R (i.e. |R|). The line of argument is as 

follows: 

(1) Base step (|R| = 1): It can easily be seen from the CONDITIONS procedure that the PARTITION procedure is 

only invoked for |R| ≥ 1 (for all (vbs, rbs) in bspre there exists at least one element in R due to the definitions of 

bspre and R in lines 3 and 5 of the CONDITIONS procedure). As a consequence, the base step is conducted for 

|R| = 1. If R contains only one element (i.e. |R| = 1), the PARTITION procedure is not invoked recursively, but 

returns the set solution containing the two elements diff and inter unless these are empty (lines 13 to 16). 

Hence, |solution| = |{diff, inter} \ {}| ≤ |{diff, inter}| = 2 <  and thus the lemma hold for |R| = 1. 

(2) Induction step (|R| = n  |R| = n+1 with n ≥ 1): Assuming that the set solution which is returned by the 

PARTITION procedure is finite for sets of restrictions containing n elements (i.e. |R| = n), it has to be shown 

that the set solution is finite for sets of restrictions containing n+1 elements (i.e. |R| = n+1) as well. We 

prove that as follows: When executing the PARTITION procedure for a set R with |R| = n+1, one element is 

nondeterministically taken as rest to determine diff and inter (lines 2 to 4). Afterwards, as |R| = n+1 > 1 

holds, the PARTITION procedure is invoked recursively for the sets diff and inter unless these are empty 

whereby the corresponding set of restrictions R is reduced by the element rest (lines 7 to 12). Finally, the 

PARTITION procedure returns the set solution which constitutes the union of the recursive invocations of the 

PARTITION procedure for diff and inter (line 16). Thereby, |solution| = 



 

 

|PARTITION(diff, R \ rest)  PARTITION(inter, R \ rest)| ≤ |PARTITION(diff, R \ rest)| + 

|PARTITION(inter, R \ rest)| <  holds (the last inequality holds due to the fact that the set R \ rest contains 

|R \ rest| = (n+1) – 1 = n elements in combination with the induction hypothesis that the theorem holds for 

sets of restrictions containing n elements). 

By means of 1) and 2) the lemma has been proven by induction.      □ 

 

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

THEOREM 2 (CORRECTNESS). Iff an action can be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is a branch 

in the Extended Search Graph constructed by the algorithm that represents this fact. 

PROOF. We prove this theorem by proving the following two statements:  

(1) If an action a cannot be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is no branch in the Extended 

Search Graph constructed by the algorithm representing the fact that action a is applicable in this world 

state s. 

(2) If an action a can be applied in a world state s of belief state bs, there is a branch in the Extended Search 

Graph constructed by the algorithm that represents this fact. 

Ad (1): Given an action a that cannot be applied in a world state s of belief state bs (i.e. s ⋿ bs) we distinguish 

two cases which are treated differently by the algorithm: either action a is not partly applicable in the belief 

state bs or action a is partly applicable in belief state bs, respectively. 

Case 1: Action a is not partly applicable in belief state bs (i.e. a  Ap_a).  

In this case, the algorithm does not create any arcs bs, {precond(a), carc}, a with regard to belief state bs and 

action a (cf. the criterion of the loop in lines 3 to 10 of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure). Hence, the algorithm 

does neither create any branch that would represent that action a could be applied in world state s of belief 

state bs and statement (1) has been proven. 

Case 2: Action a is partly applicable in belief state bs (i.e. a  Ap_a). 

In this case, due to the fact that action a cannot be applied in at least one world state s of belief state bs (s ⋿ bs) 

the following proposition holds: u  precond(a) w  s: v(w) = v(u)  r(w)  r(u). 



 

 

Without loss of generality, u* and w* represent one combination of u and w which is characterized by this 

property. 

In the following, we provide a proof by contradiction that statement (1) holds in case 2. In this respect, we 

assume that the algorithm constructs a branch in the Extended Search Graph representing that action a can be 

applied in world state s of belief state bs (s ⋿ bs), while, actually, action a cannot be applied in this world 

state s. 

As a consequence, an arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a (line 8 of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure) with 

bs‘ = (bs, carc, a) (line 6 of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure) is created by the algorithm that represents that 

action a can be applied in world state s of belief state bs. In this respect, we have to distinguish two cases: 

 Case 2.1: The arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a represents that action a can be applied in all world states of 

the belief state bs (i.e. carc = )   

In the Extended Search Graph, carc =  represents that action a can actually be applied in all possible world 

states of belief state bs (Definition 10). Hence, action a can particularly be applied in world state s ⋿ bs. In 

case the algorithm returns carc =  for a belief state bs and an action a, it follows that 

 = carc  Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) (lines 4 and 5 of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure). As the 

result of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure only contains the empty set if applicable(a, bs) holds true 

(lines 2 to 4 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure), the action a has to be applicable in the belief state bs. 

However, this cannot be the case because action a cannot be applied in world state s of belief state bs 

(s ⋿ bs).  

 Case 2.2: All conditions in carc   are fulfilled in world state s (i.e. carc    c  carc w  s: 

v(c) = v(w)  r(w)  r(c))  

In this case, carc   holds but all conditions c  carc are fulfilled in world state s. Thereby, with respect to 

w* (cf. above) two different cases are possible. Either no condition exists in carc which refers to the 

condition variable v(w*) (i.e. ∄c  carc: v(c) = v(w*)), or the corresponding condition is fulfilled (i.e. 

c  carc: v(c) = v(w*)  r(w*)  r(c)). 

- Case 2.2.1:	∄c  carc: v(c) = v(w*)  

According to the algorithm carc,  Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) (lines 4 and 5 of the 



 

 

EXTENDGRAPH procedure) holds. In this context, Carc includes all subsets carc of Ca containing every 

condition variable which is part of the conditions in Ca exactly once (line 6 of the 

CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure). As a consequence, carc with c  carc: v(c)  v(w*) implies that 

∄ca  Ca: v(ca) = v(w*). This leads to the fact that ∄cc  C: v(cc) = v(w*), r(cc)  ra, 

(v(cc), ra)  precond(a) (line 5 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure). Hence, set C which results 

from the CONDITIONS procedure does not contain any element cc which is characterized as follows: 

v(cc) = v(w*), r(cc)  ra, and (v(cc), ra)  precond(a). This fact has to be analyzed in detail. In this 

context, we distinguish the two cases depending on whether the for-loop of the CONDITIONS procedure 

(lines 4 to 9 of the CONDITIONS procedure) is executed for (vbs, rbs) with vbs = v(w*) (case a)) or not 

(case b)): 

Case a): The for-loop of the CONDITIONS procedure (lines 4 to 9) is executed for (vbs, rbs) with 

vbs = v(w*). In this context, the set Partition contains the result of the PARTITION procedure for rbs and 

R whereas ra  R because of a  Ap_a (lines 5 and 6 of the CONDITIONS procedure). Thereby, due to 

Lemma 3 (the lemma is presented und proven subsequent to this proof) rbs  ra is completely covered 

by the elements of the set Partition which are subsets of ra (i.e. 
a
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). Hence, due to 

rbs  ra   (this is because of a  Ap_a) at least one element rp  Partition (line 6 of the Conditions 

procedure) exists with rp  ra. Hence, it follows that Cpart and C contain at least one element cc fulfilling 

v(cc) = v(w*), r(cc)  ra and (v(cc), ra)  precond(a) as well.  

Case b): The for-loop of the CONDITIONS procedure (lines 4 to 9) is not executed for (vbs, rbs) with 

vbs = v(w*). Hence, the set bspre does not contain any element (vbs, rbs) with vbs = v(w*) (lines 2 and 3 of 

the CONDITIONS procedure). That means 	∄(v(w*), rbs)  bs: (v(w*), rpre)  precond(ap_a), rbs  rpre, 

ap_a  Ap_a(bs). As a consequence and due to a  Ap_a(bs) (definition of case 2), it particularly follows 

that 	∄(v(w*), rbs)  bs: (v(w*), rpre)  precond(a), rbs  rpre. However, this cannot be the case because 

of the definition of w*  s ⋿ bs and the fact that u  precond(a): v(u) = v(w*)  r(w*)  r(u).  

 Case 2.2.2: c  carc: v(c) = v(w*)  r(w*)  r(c)  

In the following, without loss of generality one tuple c which is characterized by this property is 

represented by c*. Due to the fact that the algorithm leads to carc with c*  carc for belief State bs and 



 

 

action a, it follows that c*  carc  Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) (lines 4 and 5 of the 

EXTENDGRAPH procedure). The result of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure can only contain subsets 

of the set Ca (line 6 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure). Hence, it follows that carc  Ca and so does 

c*  Ca. According to the definition of the set Ca (line 5 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure) 

c*  Ca := {(vc, rc)  C | rc  ra, (vc, ra)  precond(a)} holds. However, due to the facts that precond(a) 

contains each belief state variable one time at the most (Definition 8) and that v(c*) = v(w*) = v(u*) 

holds, r(c*)  r(u*) has to be fulfilled. Hence, by means of r(w*)  r(c) it follows that r(w*)  r(u*). 

However, this cannot be the case due to the definition of u* and w*.  

Consequently, the statement (1) has been shown. 

Ad (2): Given an action a that can actually be applied in a world state s of belief state bs (s ⋿ bs), it has to be 

proven that there is a branch in the Extended Search Graph constructed by the algorithm that represents this 

fact. To do so, we provide a proof by contradiction. In this respect, we assume that the algorithm does not 

construct any branch in the Extended Search Graph that represents that action a can be applied in world state s 

of belief state bs (s ⋿ bs), although action a can actually be applied in this world state s. 

In this context, we have to distinguish two cases. In the first case, the Extended Search Graph does not contain 

any arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a. In the second case, for each arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a of the Extended 

Search Graph holds that carc contains at least one condition which is not fulfilled in world state s: 

Case 1: The Extended Search Graph constructed by the algorithm does not contain any arc 

bs, {precond(a), carc}, a with regard to belief state bs and action a. In this context, we distinguish two further 

cases depending on whether the outer loop of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure (lines 3 to 10) is executed for 

action a (case 1.1) or not (case 1.2): 

 Case 1.1: The outer loop of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure is executed for action a.  

Due to the fact that the resulting Extended Search Graph does not contain any arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a 

it follows that the inner loop of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure (lines 5 to 9) is not executed for action a. As 

a consequence,  = Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) (lines 4 and 5) holds. But this cannot be the case 

because according to the CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) procedure it is obvious that 



 

 

CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a)   (the set of sets contains the empty set or at least one subset of Ca, 

respectively).  

 Case 1.2: The outer loop of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure is not executed for action a.  

In this case, it follows that a  Ap_a (cf. the criterion of the for-loop). Hence, action a is not partly 

applicable in belief state bs. However, this cannot be the case because action a can be applied in world 

state s of belief state bs (s ⋿ bs).  

Case 2: For each arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a of the Extended Search Graph holds that carc contains at least 

one condition which is not fulfilled in world state s. Therefore, for each arc bs, {precond(a), carc}, a either 

case a) a condition exists in carc for which no corresponding belief state variable exists in the world state s (i.e. 

c  carc w  s: v(c)  v(w) or case b) a condition exists in carc which is not fulfilled by the corresponding 

belief state tuple of the world state s (i.e. c  carc w  s: v(c) = v(w)  r(w)  r(c)). 

In the following, we first focus on case a) c  carc w  s: v(c)  v(w): For all sets of conditions carc 

constructed by the algorithm carc  Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) holds (lines 4 and 5 of the 

EXTENDGRAPH procedure). Thereby, the result of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure only contains subsets of 

the set Ca (line 6 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure) which leads to carc  Ca. Due to the definition of Ca 

in line 5 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure together with carc  Ca it follows that c  carc 

u  precond(a): v(c) = v(u). Consequently, case a) c  carc w  s: v(c)  v(w) would imply 

u  precond(a) w  s: v(u)  v(w) and that cannot be the case because action a can actually be applied in the 

world state s (i.e. u  precond(a) w  s: v(u) = v(w)  r(w)  r(u)). Therefore, for each arc 

bs, {precond(a), carc}, a of the Extended Search Graph case b) c  carc w  s: v(c) = v(w)  r(w)  r(c) 

holds. 

Within the EXTENDGRAPH procedure, arcs bs, {precond(a), carc}, a are constructed for all carc  Carc (lines 5 

to 9). Thereby, Carc = CONDITIONFUNCTION(bs, C, a) includes all subsets of Ca containing every condition 

variable which is part of the conditions in Ca exactly once (line 6 of the CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure). 

Hence, together with the fact that b) c  carc w  s: v(c) = v(w)  r(w)  r(c) for each arc 

bs, {precond(a), carc}, a of the Extended Search Graph (i.e. for each carc  Carc) it follows that w  s 

(v(w), r(c))  Ca: r(w)  r(c) – without loss of generality -.one tuple w which is characterized by this property 



 

 

is given by w*. In the following, we analyze the implications of this fact: On the one hand, the set Ca contains 

at least one condition which refers to the variable v(w*). Hence, due to the definition of Ca (line 5 of the 

CONDITIONFUNCTION procedure) it follows that the set C contains at least one element (v(w*), r(c)) which 

fulfills r(c)  r(u) with (v(w*), r(u))  precond(a). On the other hand, there is no element in the set C which 

additionally fulfills r(w*)  r(c) (this is because of (v(w*), r(c))  Ca: r(w*)  r(c)). The set C is derived by 

the CONDITIONS procedure (line 2 of the EXTENDGRAPH procedure) and all elements in terms of conditions are 

created based on the results of the PARTITION procedure (line 6 to 8 of the CONDITIONS procedure; the fact that 

(v(w*), r(c))  Ca shows that the loop in lines 4 to 9 is executed for (v(w*), rbs)  bs). Thus by means of 

Lemma 4 (r(u)  R holds due to (v(w*), r(u))  precond(a), and a  Ap_a(bs)) it follows that 
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  with (v(w*), rbs)  bs and (v(w*), r(u))  precond(a). But this 

cannot be the case as action a can be applied in the world state s of belief state bs (i.e. r(w*)  (rbs  r(u)) with 

(v(w*), rbs)  bs and (v(w*), r(u))  precond(a).  

Consequently, statement (2) has been shown and Theorem 2 has been proven.    □ 

 

In the following, we provide and prove the lemmata referenced in the proof of Theorem 2. 

LEMMA 3. Given a set rbs and a finite set of sets R with ra  R, the set solution := PARTITION(rbs, R) which is 

returned by the PARTITION procedure fulfills 
a
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 (i.e. rbs  ra is completely covered by the 

partitions which are subsets of ra). 

PROOF. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of elements in R (i.e. |R|). The line of argument is as 

follows: 

1) Base step (|R| = 1): Due to the reasons provided in the proof of Lemma 2, the base step is conducted for 

|R| = 1. If ra is the only element in R (i.e. |R| = 1), the PARTITION procedure is not invoked recursively 

(|R| = 1 ≯ 1) but returns the set solution := {diff, inter} \ {} (lines 13 to 16) with diff := rbs \ ra and 

inter := rbs  ra (lines 3 and 4). Hence, )(
}|{

abs
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  holds and so does the lemma for |R| = 1. 



 

 

2) Induction step (|R| = n  |R| = n+1 with n ≥ 1): Assuming that the lemma holds for sets of sets containing n 

elements (i.e. |R| = n), it has to be shown that it holds for sets of sets containing n+1 elements (i.e. 

|R| = n+1) as well. We prove that as follows: When executing the PARTITION procedure for a set R with 

|R| = n+1, one element is nondeterministically taken as rest (line 2). In this context, we have to distinguish 

two cases (case a): rest = ra; case b): rest  ra): 

 Case a): rest = ra  

In this case the sets diff := rbs \ ra and inter := rbs  ra are built (lines 3 and 4). Afterwards, as 

|R| = n+1 > 1 holds, the PARTITION procedure is invoked recursively for the sets rbs \ ra and rbs  ra 

unless these are empty (the case that diff or inter, respectively, are empty is trivial) whereby the 

corresponding set of sets R is reduced by the element ra (lines 7 to 12). Thus, by means of Lemma 4 

(the lemma is presented and proven subsequent to this proof) it follows that 
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 . Finally, the PARTITION procedure 

returns the set solution which constitutes the union of the recursive invocations of the PARTITION 

procedure for rbs \ ra and rbs  ra (line 16). For the set solution it holds that 
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 Case b): rest  ra  

In this case, the sets diff := rbs \ rest and inter := rbs  rest are built (lines 3 and 4). Afterwards, as 

|R| = n+1 > 1 holds, the PARTITION procedure is invoked recursively for the sets rbs \ rest and rbs  rest 

unless these are empty (the case that diff or inter, respectively, are empty is trivial) whereby the 

corresponding set of sets R is reduced by the element rest (lines 7 to 12). Finally, the PARTITION 

procedure returns the set solution which constitutes the union of the recursive invocations of the 

PARTITION procedure for rbs \ rest and rbs  rest (line 16). Thereby the set solution fulfills
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(the third equality holds due to the fact that the set (R \ rest) with ra  (R \ rest) contains 

|R \ rest| = (n+1) – 1 = n elements in combination with the induction hypothesis that the lemma holds 

for sets containing n elements). 

By means of 1) and 2) the lemma has been proven by induction.      □ 

 

LEMMA 4. Given a set rbs and a finite set of sets R, the set solution := PARTITION(rbs, R) which is returned by the 

PARTITION procedure fulfills 
solutions

bsrs


  (i.e. rbs is completely covered by the partitions). 

PROOF. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of elements in R (i.e. |R|). The line of argument is as 

follows: 

1) Base step (|R| = 1): Due to the reasons provided in the proof of Lemma 2, the base step is conducted for 

|R| = 1. If R contains one element (i.e. |R| = 1), the PARTITION procedure is not invoked recursively 

(|R| = 1 ≯ 1) but returns the set solution:= {diff, inter} \ {} (lines 13 to 16) with diff := rbs \ rest and 

inter := rbs  rest (lines 3 and 4). Hence, 

bs
c

bsbs
c

bsbsbs
solutions

rrestrestrrestrrestrrestrrestrinterdiffs 


)()()()()\(  holds 

and so does the lemma for |R| = 1. 

2) Induction step (|R| = n  |R| = n+1 with n ≥ 1): Assuming that the lemma holds for sets of restrictions 

containing n elements (i.e. |R| = n), it has to be shown that it holds for sets of restrictions containing n+1 

elements (i.e. |R| = n+1) as well. We prove this as follows: When executing the PARTITION procedure for a 

set R with |R| = n+1, one element is nondeterministically taken as rest to determine diff := rbs \ rest and 

inter := rbs  rest (lines 2 to 4). Afterwards, as |R| = n+1 > 1 holds, the PARTITION procedure is invoked 

recursively for the sets diff and inter unless these are empty (the case that diff or inter, respectively, are 

empty is trivial) whereby the corresponding set of restrictions R is reduced by the element rest (lines 7 to 

12). Finally, the PARTITION procedure returns the set solution which constitutes the union of the recursive 

invocations of the PARTITION procedure for diff and inter (line 16). Due to |R \ rest| = n in combination with 

the induction hypothesis that the lemma holds for sets of restrictions containing n elements it follows 
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By means of 1) and 2) the lemma has been proven by induction.      □ 

 


